
HANDLERS CHOICE
Swing Back Safety Tires

can be striped or decorated using
outdoor rated polyester fabric cushion paints

readily available from most home centers

HANDLERS CHOICE safety jumps meet the 
requirements for most Kennel Clubs

to be used in competitions
Some clubs require contrasting stripes

which can be easily added using polyester
paint in your choice of color

Replacement covers and other parts are available upon request



Handlers Choice Swing Back Safety Tire Assembly Recommendations

Remove contents and  check to see that all of the components are present 
assemble the frame  by fastening the base support (pt3+4) with the fasteners shown below (pt9) then attach

the upright Posts(pt2) and slide on the base covers (pt5)

Phillips screws 

pt8

Gently slide the tires into position
Above the height connector with the
visible screw Positioned at the top  

Component check list

2- PVA foam Yellow half Tires (pt1)

2- Aluminum upright  posts (pt2) 

2- Aluminum base post supports (pt3)

1- Aluminum base connector (pt4) 

2- Plastic upright base covers (pt5)

2- Blue Plastic height adjustors (pt6)

2- Blue plastic tire brackets (pt7)

4- small post connector screws (pt8)

4- Hex head base connector screws (pt9)
4- Medium tire connector screws (pt10)
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Next Attach the pole connectors to the foam tires using the screws provided  (pt10)
Attach the Connector by placing the first (pt10) screw through the hole in the connector tube and 

screwing into the tire. This will make it easier to line up the screw with the second hole

pt6

Attach the pole height connectors to The  
uprights as  shown above -push in the plastic
levers to lock them in position at any height 

slide the tire to the desired height 
Then raise the height connector  

And lock it in place

Repeat this process for both sides
Check that all the fasteners are 

secure and  the unit is ready for use.


